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CORRECTING THE CLASS WARFARE LIES WHICH PERPETUATE HOMELESSNESS

Home of America’s Finest City Slums

Photo: President Trump’s trade war with China will raise prices in the U.S., without benefit to any U.S. businesses, and will not hurt China at all. “San Diego deserves all of its homeless problems because it continually makes those problems worse. You just can’t fix stupid.” (Re-wording what a Federal Judge said about ten years ago.) In This Issue: News MediaNews, including my answer to Gary Warth and the San Diego Union-Tribune. Other News, Feedback, Meetings, Culture (Religion).

When practical to post an advanced preview, view e-edition at: NZHP.com/SDDNPreview. • There is also a Media List if a “Proposed” Edition is issued, and you can get on or off that list at any time. Or, the e-edition is posted on publication at rzfl@hotmail.com, or on Facebook at facebook.com/SanDiegoHomelessNews or twitter @SDHomesNews 1477984309115791 FACEBOOK PAGE IS NOT CURRENTLY OPERATING CORRECTLY.

Donations are accepted at PayPal.Com , Account nzfl@hotmail.com.

EDITORIAL

Regional Task Force on the Homeless Seeking New Homeless Representatives

Per the Meetings section, the San Diego Regional Task Force on the Homelessness Governing Board is looking for persons who are homeless to represent our homeless here. When the NAEH (National Alliance to End Homelessness) met here, it was discovered that only San Diego has little or no homeless representatives, and so there is currently an effort to remedy that. Good idea.

I spent over a year attending every meeting of the RTFH Governing Board. It was a great deal about the problem, circa 2017. A number of things greatly bothered me, and I wrote about those things, but to no avail. For one thing, the Point-In-Time Count is purely political, designed to be as inaccurate as the local government may call for. I suggested ways to conduct a more accurate count, but that is not what San Diego wants. It wants a less accurate count. That is easy, since homeless are trying to hide from everyone, to avoid being harassed. The euphemism for harassment is “Outreach”.

At the RTFH meetings I had a following among spectators when I spoke, but I was there to learn more about how San Diego handles homelessness. I learned. Evaluation companies were often brought in, paid to tell the RTFH which areas were being handled well, and which ones need improvement. They came in two classes: Those paid to lie, versus those which genuinely told the truth. Of the second class, real evaluations, a few stuck in my mind.

One internet and data evaluation company said that San Diego had way too many humans involved in Housing Navigation and Case Management and way too few computers. They said that in most cities it only takes two clicks of a mouse to get all relevant data instantly, including every possible placement in housing for any client or group of clients living together. They said San Diego is massively disorganized. None of them could believe how complicated our city and county make the process.

In the developed world, banks of computer servers know absolutely everything including full lists of Craig’s List, local newspaper classifieds, all government housing, everything, instantly available and kept up to date every 30 seconds, 24/7. They also know every detail about every homeless and quasi-homeless person seeking housing, although there are safeguards protecting the identity of the person. I might be A-JU-1886, for example. The computers do the work. All parameters must be entered, from veteran status to pots, but that can either be done by the client, or entered with the help of a docent. Why don’t San Diego use this system? That would make it easy to prove that no housing whatever is available, not even abusive shelters. It is humans working together to obscure the truth.

You can waive your Human Rights and sign up for our “New Auschwitz” concentration camp, a staging (Prisoner of War Camp) for prisoners of Class Warfare. If you do the math, we need a Minimum Wage in San Diego County of at least $30 an hour at present housing rental prices. Or, at our present City Minimum Wage of $12 an hour, we need lots of housing that rents for $140 a week or $560 a month. We don’t have that. The City has already torn down essentially all housing that rents for less than $1800 a month, which is $450 a month. That is approximately all the money you earn, at Minimum Wage. Double-up? Nope, that amount is for one person.

If rents were reduced to half, plus Minimum Wage doubled, the result works mathematically.

On to the selection of homeless representatives to the RTFH Governing Board: Being San Diego, there is usually an effort to recruit stupid people to become puppets. I give the story of homeless fired from the County Grand Jury on Homelessness for knowing too much (News Media News, this edition). If you want to represent the homeless, I ask this of you:

First, you should have at least a 4-year college degree, and preferably an advanced degree such as a Master’s or Doctorate. None of the majority of San Diego homeless with advanced degrees.

Secondly, you should know all about Human Spirituality, the addition of human blood and/or semen to foods consumed by the public, in order to socialize (brainwash and hypnotize) them. Otherwise, you are just going to be a hypnotized puppet. Ideally, you should be anti-religious, but that is not necessary.

Third, you need to know about all the secret groups that run all of society, from the Eagles Club to the Illuminati and Knights Templar. These are the groups which rule everyone, per the above paragraph.

Fourth, it would be helpful if you also know the top half of the Religious Secrets, about how the ET aliens fit into all this. In any case, as long as you are not stupid enough to believe in God, heaven, hell, Satan, scripture, bible, and all that brainwashing stuff, you would probably do okay.

Rich or poor? Liberal of Conservative? Who cares? I cannot volunteer for two reasons, one of which is that I already spent over a year of my time on that group as a member of the United Nations. I found it to be a good mix of incompetence and political cronyism, with a liberal sprinkling of nepotism. The other reason I could not serve is that I don’t have the money to get to meetings, or buy those ancillary things which may be necessary, such as lunch on the way, or even postage. A non-stated third reason is that it is not likely I could cause change, so why waste time? ***

NEWS MEDIA NEWS:

This section deals with both poverty and the news media at the same time. It often airs concerns which are taboo in the conventional media.

Stellar article by David Garrick, front page, Union-Tribune, May 15, “Council renews ban on living in vehicles,” naming City Council members Georgette Gomez, Monica Montgomery, and Chris Ward as being those voting against the hastily-created new ordinance. Our take on this is that a well-thought-out ordinance could greatly decrease the impact that the homeless have on homeowners. Supposedly there are shelter beds available for the homeless overnight, but there are none except those required to be maintained vacant at all times, per city contract. And, supposedly there are “Safe Parking” spaces for 500 cars, although the city recently admitted that there are only spaces for 200 cars. And, of course, the only city admits there are an additional 1,000 homeless that do not fit into the legal parking spaces, although there are 5,000. The city does not even admit that we have 5,000 unsheltered homeless, instead relying on the FAKE official count, showing San Diego’s 40,000 homeless as only 8,000. The city admits either 87 or 75 homeless living in RV’s, even though there are about 2,000, and the city is working on providing 200 RV spaces. Why 200 if we only have 87 or 75 homeless living in RV’s?

In addition, the new law obviously contradicts a Federal Court Order that San Diego make available all of its city-owned property 9 PM to 6 AM. 7 days a week, forever, for homeless to sleep on without being ticketed, harassed, nor outrached. This Court Order was issued because San Diego was proven, via 3 years of investigation, to be 100% at-fault for its homeless problem, caused ENTIRELY by city Redevelopment tearing down all low-rent housing units. I would provide a link, but the paperwork is something like 4 feet thick when printed out. You are not going to read that.

The two STINKIEST articles in this time period are the one about the FAKE Homeless count (next article) and the one about San Diego Tourism (which follows it). We all laughed, but neither is funny.

San Diego Homeless are now 6% better at hiding: (Fake) “Count shows drop in homeless”, Gary Warth, San Diego Union-Tribune, April 30, Page B-1. Why does an increase of 2,000 homeless become a drop in homeless percent, 2 years straight? If you are paying attention, we are now up to between 35,000 and 40,000 homeless in San Diego, and we have written articles proving that number regularly. What is really going on is that our Official Count is now down counting 20%, of our homeless instead of the usual 25% counted in previous years. The diaspora of homeless out of downtown has contributed to this, an accidental effect of the city and county using the Hepatitis A virus to try to partially wipe us out. Supposedly, there are “new count procedures” resulting in a “more accurate count”.

Biggest FAKE NEWS in a long time.

"LIES WHICH PERPETUATE HOMELESSNESS" in This Issue: News Media News, including my answer to Gary Warth and the San Diego Union-Tribune. Other News, Feedback, Meetings, Culture (Religion).
Stories like this are why San Diego remains “America’s Homeless City”. In the official count, San Diego’s 2,043 homeless is an undercount of nearly 4,500 people. We already had San Diego’s 4,500 living in cars, vans, RVs, or tents. Then, 3,000 more homeless, those who conduct our annual “Point-In-Time Count” will first be blindfolded, resulting in a lot fewer homeless found. The result is a vastly false a huge reduction in chronic homelessness, namely that if you are not counted, then you don’t exist. Keep on lying to the homeless, and try to lie from everyone. I proposed a valid court count, which would use Experimental Psychology.

17,500 asked for help because of being homeless in 2017, the latest data available, yet the official count was just a fraction of the San Diego County School Board homeless count currently 26,000? Fake News! I want to help the homeless, but the problem, only help it continue on forever. According to Voice of San Diego, many of our homeless went into hiding because of so many being arrested. **

Marilyn Hannah and Joe Terzi write “The outlook is so grim for the homeless in San Diego City...” San Diego Union-Tribune May 3. YES! And fried chicken falls right out of the sky onto our clean and tidy cars because there is no one to indicate to be barely adequate

Time Magazine, Dec. 3, 2018 “3-D printing an end to homelessness”, El Meister, writing about ICON, a Texas state startup that claims to build 350 square foot housing in 48 hours, complete to move in. Why not to San Diego 15,000 square homes in less than 24 hours. Instantly grant flipped? http://time.com/collection/best-inventions-

**EDITORIAL**

Answer to “Covering homelessness is a passion for editor of underground paper”


sandiegouniontribune/news/homelessness/sd-

**John Williams**

“Correcting the lies which cause homelessness only

We need to keep Los Angeles “Skid Row”. We need to keep the “Homeless City” to have a homeless person.

The article gained me fans, but I was already the Jan Goldsmith on its Advisory Board? I only cover 0.01%, however. I only cover 0.01%, however.

Both Gary Warth and his photographer discussed Human Spirituali (which means human blood and semen secretly added to food in order to control people), and agreed that the poor and homeless were being decimated by some. Part of my mission as a Bishop is to try to rescue these people, who are victims of religious and political “Subjective Reality Theorv”, which indicates someone who is trying to know who people are getting lost in the push of business in Alpine. I provided clean blankets for those needing to sleep on the roof of my mission. “But who would have thought it?”, I said. “Oh John Kitchin in Spanish. I kept a diary of the mission, which can be read at NZ9F.com/R13. It is part of one of the US News Editors.

The article is the biggest Fake News in Union-Tribune history, on a par for Journalistic Sleaze with Doug Manchester’s bicyclists, “Bicicle’s Furniture this Weekend”. I have more fans than Gary Warth, but I have more enemies as well. I write, but nothing about me is fantastic except that I dare to tell the truth. Not one thing in my resume is super-spectacular. Just proof that more coincidences happened to me than to anyone else in history. That is noteworthy, but cannot be labeled good or bad. My faults were always about being in the control that everything, about the religious secrets, and about the space aliens the bible calls angels."

Correcting the lies which cause homelessness only admitted to by a fraction of our homeless, and has also made me a spokesperson for the San Diego homeless, and one of the few people who has made real changes in combating homelessness, as invisible as possible because there has been a concerted effort to do nothing in San Diego, as much as possible. I am flattered that I have made enough difference to warrant a front-page article made by the San Diego Union-Tribune.

In defense of Gary Warth, he cannot exactly write that what I say is true, especially things regarding the secret societies that place their human blood and semen secretly added to food in order to control people. The San Diego Union-Tribune, part of the zaibatsu, Neurosensory listen... News media do not cover the truth about societal control, just like Unabridged Dictionaries do not contain Gnostic words. For example, the Roman Catholic Mass, “Misja Hyper-Gnosis”, translates to Acts Hypo-isis English, a name of a San Diego, 15,000 never-counted homeless.
At the San Diego City Council Committee on Homelessness, both at the same time. I was asked to help folks understand why nothing was going to happen. I gave my comment was that the San Diego homeless issue has proved very enlightening. And, I still fight to make the situation better for everyone, not just the homeless. ***

Stop the Trump Tax: President Trump’s new China Import Tax. The tax was greatly increased for all the essential things Americans must buy from China, because our wages and incomes are so low. Shoes, bags, knitwear, wood, steel, food, tobacco, alcohol, auto parts, tools, snacks, and thousands of other items will go up in price. US production will not benefit because they need to charge far more to make up for lost Chinese. So, US is merely a tax on poor people, without any benefit to US interests. Donald Trump, release your tax plans. You know they are the worst manager of money in IRS history (Source: PBS quoting the Washington Post). Ronald Reagan’s “Voodoo Economics” on steroids.

I continuously keep getting asked the question why I am the only one making sense on the San Diego homeless crisis. You need to be able to understand it, plus you need to know exactly how the secret conspiracy groups operate tootte society.

I was asked to help folks understand why nothing successful is ever done, and I put it this way at a public meeting in District 1, Barbara Bry, (619) 236 6699. I was one of the Godfather’s Training Group, which will train people how to speak at the timid, weak, easy audience. This is especially so since the City of San Diego has a Federal Court Order that it make homeless parking in City Hall, sponsored by Disability Neighborhoods”.

The Basic Dignity Coalition met Thursday, May 2, upstairs in the Moniker Warehouse, with 23 present. The group has at least temporarily lost its first-floor meeting location, and joined a choir group on the second floor, their meeting not yet being over. This could be a serious setback in the Basic Dignity Coalition. I was one of the founders of this sub group of the Poor People’s Movement.

Often, groups that deal with equality for women want to take over the group and make it for women only, with emphasis on the dignity of homeless women. I do not know if that object can ever be achieved, so I propose the exclusion of men. Some groups have come in to propose partnerships with the Rock Church, but of course this group was originally established for those too intelligent to belong in God’s church. So, suppose that the preachers can be paid to deliver sermons which would result in homeless having more dignity for other homeless. Nonetheless, it seems that homeless females, homeless group, and other organizations using Los Angeles Style thinking how to work on the “nothing situation solutions” here as bad as they are there.

One of the latest incarnations is called “Voices of the Downtrodden”, an alliance of secular activists and lawyers, and gave my speaker slip to Committee Chair Monic Montgomery. She accepted it, but would not allow me to speak when it came time. My comment was not for nor against, but rather a complaint that no homeowners, businesspersons, nor homeless were contacted regarding the wording of the new ordinance. I was complaining about the lack of transparency involved in the issue. Since it became obvious that the Committee had already decided what it was going to do before I left the meeting, I was for this meeting, and it was extremely crowded. It almost needed the main City Council meeting area as there were so many of whom Black. No. The Committee came to the same conclusion that this ordinance needs a whole lot of work. So it was sent to the City Council with no recommendations that it be passed. David Garrick covered the meeting for the San Diego Union-Tribune.

From here, I want to see FEEDBACK from the PUBLIC as to what should be in this law. Why? A good ordinance would go a long way towards eliminating the severity of the homeless problem on the public. Unlike the “history” section of the proposed ordinance, which said that we have parking for 500 homeless, the truth is that we have about 5,000 sleeping in cars and trucks, which is a larger number than the City even admits we have homeless. That’s 20,000, 40,000 homeless, best data available, the City Council has not yet being over. This could be a serious setback in the Basic Dignity Coalition. I was one of the founders of this sub group of the Poor People’s Movement.

This article was written before city hall completely BOTCHED the entire possibility. Call them anyway, and demand for what they messed up. A good ordinance on sleeping in vehicles could go a long way towards eliminating problems with businesses and homeowners. ****

The legalization of marijuana has had the impact that it is now very difficult to buy plastic bags of the variety used to distribute marijuana illegally. Sold out, most of the time. Obviously, legal pot is being re-sold by the ton, one bag at a time. ***

Religious Victimization:

Meeting:

The San Diego City Council Committee “Public Safety and Livable Neighborhoods” met April 17, and I got up at 6 AM to be there and speak. There was a huge protest on the first floor of City Hall, sponsored by Disability Rights, but no one who used to get out that network, for greedy “Nonprofits-For-Profit” to get rich quick on federal housing money without actually solving the problem nor making it any better. The $68 million (formerly $78 million) in HUD funds that San Diego has a Federal Court Order that it make homeless parking in City Hall, sponsored by Disability Neighborhoods. Where do we go from here? Distribution of the paper to those too intelligent to buy plastic bags of the variety used to distribute marijuana illegally. Sold out, most of the time. Obviously, legal pot is being re-sold by the ton, one bag at a time. ***
The primary perpetrator of the crimes against the homeless is the Catholic-Mormon-Baptist Mafia, who runs such services as shelters, part of the system of "Nonprofits For Profit". I not only object to tax money going to this Cabalistic church group, but I also oppose private money being allowed to victimize people, too. For all the good our churches do, they do way more harm. Sorry, but somebody had to write this, and somebody had to create an introduction to the problem. The whole area of Services has been hijacked into a scheme to make money as opposed to a system to be saved. Being housed is to help society (not individuals) deal with a problem to which we do not solve our homeless problem, just make lots of money on it. Reminds me of Big Pharma, which is not interested in a drug you take once to be cured, but makes you take drugs every day, for life. Profits over people, the same as homeless help. I resent the nonprofits coming into San Diego from Los Angeles, making our homeless area ("The Bottoms") as abominable as Skid Row. PATH prison for the homeless now has a San Diego branch, and we now even have a church. This is very-old-school religious brainwashing, treatment of the problem. Probably the worst and most-backwards of the bunch is the El Cajon Transitional Living Center, in the City of El Cajon. Their religious brainwashing is disguised as secular, but a short conversation with their victims reveals just how super-brainwashed and superstitious they are. This was part of religious "Transitional" housing where poor people become transitioning into being braying, brainwashed, more human intelligence. By far the most abhorrent, is to have religious programs administered by the District Attorney, with the person placed on probation in order to ensure compliance with being thoroughly confused and brainwashed. End of First Installment. Most Rev. John Kitchin, Aheid-Pagan Bishop of San Diego County (since 1989)